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Linda Schele, Mary Ellen Miller The Blood of the Kings replaces a highly fictionalized speculative image of the classical Mayan lowland civilization (fl. 250-900 c.e.) as a peaceful and primitively agrarian theocracy attended by anonymous calendar priests who learned astronomy and lived in
ceremonial centres where the general population was invited to attend performances and rituals with irrefutable evidence that the Maya lived in Cities. , had a very advanced agricultural system, engaged in a constant war between their city-states, and were ruled by dynastic kings who
commissioned major works of art to commemorate themselves and secure their place in history and who shed their own blood and that of their captives in bleeding rituals that had dynastic, religious and cosmic significance. Drawing on varied sources in other fields in addition to those of
their disciplines of art and art history, the authors provide a comprehensive guide to the Maya that is informative for neophytes, satisfying for amateur Mayan amateurs and useful to students, teachers and scholars in the field, and which leads to a realistic vision of a culture and civilization
built on the blood of its divine kings. This vision is never clearer than in the treatment of buildings and artifacts beautifully and carefully photographed by Justin Kerr and reproduced in 122 colored plates, the three hundred original drawings of Linda Schele and the other fifty black and white
illustrations. In their introduction, the authors provide not only a clear sense of the divisions of Mayan history and highlights on geography and agriculture, but also an overview of the modern invention of the ancient Maya, the basics on the Mayan calendar, an introduction to the
characteristics of Mayan art, and a discussion of Mayan gods and icons that all proceed from new readings of Mayan glyphs and iconography. The wealth of knowledge accumulated since 1960 is amply demonstrated and skilfully used to explain the phenomenon that the Mayans only
emerge from a hazy prehistory to become a people with a written history dating back to 50 b.c.e., a mostly festive history of kings such as Pacal de Palenque, Bird Jaguar of Yaxchilon and Yax-Pac of Copon. The notion of royalty here married and explained is not that of a single Mayan
emperor, but of kings who ruled simultaneously in different parts of Mesoaps. The emphasis on blood is an important new element in the general understanding of the Maya: their kings leave blood at every important opportunity in the life of the individual and the community, a fact powerfully
illustrated by comparison of a 19th century Aseconsain drawing and a modern drawing of a detail by Yaxchilon Lintel 17. The first, by Annie Hunter, shows only a woman's stylized head; the latter gives a more complete and faithful rendering, with the rope than Lady Balam-Ix Balam-Ix
through a hole in his tongue... by Mary Ellen Miller Editor: Kimbell Art Museum The file will be sent to your email address. It can take up to 1-5 minutes before you receive it. Best Reviews The latest Top reviews African Studies LibraryBorrow it 771 Commonwealth Avenue, 6th Floor, Boston,
MA, 02215, Us Alumni Medical LibraryBorrow it 72 East Concord Street, Boston, MA, 02118, US Astronomy LibraryBorrow it 725 Commonwealth Avenue, 6th Floor, Boston, MA, 02445, US Fineman and Pappas Law LibrariesBorrow it 765 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA, 02215, US
Frederick S. Pardee Management LibraryBorrow it 595 Commonwealth Avenue , Boston, MA, 02215, US Howard Gotlieb Archival Research CenterBorrow it 771 Commonwealth Avenue, 5th Floor, Boston, MA, 02215, US Mugar Memorial LibraryBorrow it 771 Commonwealth Avenue,
Boston, MA, 02215, US 771 Commonwealth Avenue, 2nd Floor, Boston, MA, 02215, US Pikering Educational Resources LibraryBorrow it 2 Silber Way, Boston, MA, 02215, US School of Theology LibraryBorrow it 745 Commonwealth Avenue, 2nd Avenue Floor , 2nd Floor , Boston, MA,
02215, US Science and Engineering LibraryBorrow it 38 Cummington Mall, Boston, MA, 02215, US Stone Science LibraryBorrow it 675 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA, 02445, US IT HAS AGED BUT IS STILL STILL This exhibition catalog is a turning point in the Mayan Renaissance,
in fact the second turning point. The first was the new method for deciphering Mayan writing as a syllabic phonetic system. Glyphs could of course have hieroglyphic values, but most of them also had purely syllabic phonetic values. It was in the USSR (Yuri Valentinovich Knorosov) in the
early 1950s. It reached the United States in the early 1960s (Tatania Proskouriakoff) but met the IT HAS AGED BUT STILL OUTSTANDING This exhibition catalogue is a turning point in the Mayan renaissance, in fact the second turning point. The first was the new method for deciphering
Mayan writing as a syllabic phonetic system. Glyphs could of course have hieroglyphic values, but most of them also had purely syllabic phonetic values. It was in the USSR (Yuri Valentinovich Knorosov) in the early 1950s. It reached the United States in the early 1960s (Tatania
Proskouriakoff) but encountered the absolute warlike hostility of Sir Eric Thompson, who regarded Mayan writing not as writing, but as pure art, that is, decoration. Sir Eric Thompson died in the early 1970s and the rebels in the United States could finally work without any institutionalized
hostility. We are here in this book ten years later and it shows tremendously. Of course, we can't criticize what they couldn't know in 1986 that it had not yet been discovered or deciphered. But we can and must make it clear that in 1986 Mayan research was not yet as advanced as it should
have been because Sir Eric Thompson imposed dictatorial management on the ground in the United States and the United Kingdom. I'm going to follow the book and ask the most important questions that are for some of them still questions, and I will do it in the most modern way possible: I
will look at it with more than forty years of research since its publication. I will also look at it from the point of view of a linguist and I will try from time to time to give the important analysis of the glyphs themselves. I'm going to talk about the language with the glyphs. The book gives many of
these glyphs and a good number of written contributions in the various works of art studied here. These works of art are only reliefs, ceramics and pots, hence the sculpture and painting on various durable supports, excluding books because only four of the thousand books that existed at
the arrival of the Spaniards, survived the great autodafe, that is to say their destruction by fire as if they had a symbolic stake, after they were confiscated by force , that is, military force, under the authority of a Spanish bishop. The texts or extracts of the monuments and durable objects that
this book gives are not always, far from it, in the three forms they should be: in glyphic form, in transliterated form (Latin alphabet) and translation, if possible. It depends on the instances, but many of these glyphic texts exploited by the authors mix the different extensions of the glyphs, and
sometimes do not give at all the glyphs or the glyphs or the Transliterated Latin spelling, just the English equivalent. This makes deciphering the meaning very difficult. What's more, perhaps because they are post-Thompson authors, they never refer to the T numbers of glyphs that allow us
to break down composite glyphs, to use dictionaries that list T numbers and thus to approach the meaning of these composite glyphs, and we must affirm from the outset that most glyphs are composite, even when they are only a basic glyph because any basic glyph can confuse a symbol
in itself and this symbol (usually a representative part of a basic glyph, as the basic symbol of the sun, of different colors, or day and night) and these symbols combined retain their meaning. This is a shortcoming because it forces us to devote a great deal of time and energy to making the
glyphs explicit, their meaning sometimes clear, or at least clearer, and to enrich the art itself with a story, a legend, a commentary. Note, and I will not repeat the color illustrations (123 plates) are absolutely exceptional and the comments on these plates that give both explanations and
sketches of the drawings as well as, if necessary, some indications on the texts of these plates contain, with sure the remark I have already made about the absence of the three levels of presentation: glyphs, Latin transliterations, translations, more t-numbers. These notes and extensions
make reading this book very pleasant and satisfying, and indeed many many that semantic satisfaction we can get from a catalog and the anecdotal pleasure we can get from a simple collection of beautiful images or spiritual and mental items. The articles, the small illustrations inside these
articles, the notes on the articles and their interior illustrations, as well as the collection of plates and their extensive comments with sketches of visual elements and glyphic compositions in them transform this book into a labyrinth of wisdom, all the more pleasing as we must add a personal
effort to enter into some secret or sibylline elements. I will skip any discussion about the fate of this civilization that was in decline two or three centuries before the arrival of the Spaniards (after three thousand years of development, emergence and development, from 2000 BEFORE WEE to
1200 AD). The arrival of the Spaniards brought extremely deadly epidemics that eliminated a huge proportion of the Maya in 1521. Then the military conquest began in 1524, ended in 1541 for the highlands and the last Mayan stronghold in the lowlands fell in 1697. In 1562, the burning of all
confiscated codices, and of all objects made of wood or burn, without taking into account the large number of other decorated objects that were destroyed was a veritable cultural genocide. All this in the name of God and to eradicate Satan. This book does not specify the enormous
resistance of the Maya opposed to the Spaniards, explaining that the lowlands will not be completely conquered and under-controlled until 170 years after the arrival of the first Spaniards. They also resisted by keeping their language, albeit in Latin transliteration. In addition, they have kept
their oral culture, hence their mythology, literature, plays and music, including their musical instruments, such as wooden trumpets and split drums. These traditions were tolerated after a while by the Spaniards, provided they were made compatible with the Christian faith which was
obligatory. This is a point that this book does not consider. The mythology they explain very well is perfectly compatible with Christianity, with Jesus. Jesus, like the God of Corn, was sacrificed by decision - and mission - of God himself. The Eucharist is a symbolic blood sacrifice in which the
public participates, drinking part of the Blood of Jesus (trans-breathing wine) and eating part of the flesh of Jesus (bread or wafer not bequeathed trans-breathed). This is a symbolic substitution for the blood sacrifice that we will discuss later. Thus, the god of corn (Jun Nal Ye) could easily
become Jesus Christ who dies and rises every day in the daily Eucharist of the priest. Note here the comparison considered equivalence between the Mayans and the Aztecs is not exactly possible. The Aztecs were a morbid civilization of blood erecting huge walls of cranial grates
(tzompantli) but apparently in the later of their civilization in Chichen Itza under the influence, if not the migration of people from Mexico, thus closer to the Aztec influence, some cranial grids were found and mentioned recently in May 2019 in a research journal (Article Price TD, Tiesler V,
Freiwald C. Place of origin of the sacrificial victims in the sacred Cenote, Chichén Itz, Mexico. American Journal of Physical Anthropology. 2019;1–18. doi.org/10.1002/ajpa.23879). The Mayans practiced self-sacrifices and blood sacrifices in a highly ritual manner that did not reach the
number level reached by the Aztecs. But more about it later. The Mayan writing system had to take several millennia to be designed and the first forms of it probably began to appear in Mesoas than 5000 BCE, but on the unsustainable media and they got lost. Note that the four codices that
we still have in the world would probably be non-existent today if they had not escaped the fire since many codices were considered funeral property to guide the dead on their way through the Underworld, Xibalba. We have only had traces of these codices in various tombs. The paper used
is definitely biodegradable. Thus, if they had not been burned many of them would have disappeared anyway during the five or six centuries of Spanish and Christian rule. But these codices and the writing system itself (representing the language as such) represent a world that is in perfect
harmony with what reliefs, sculptures, paintings, frescoes and other decorated objects. Mayan society was a highly hierarchical but not centralized civilization based on religious rituals dealing with blood and sacrifice and mastered by the sacred calendar of Tzolkin, itself managed by the
Lords of Death (the Gods of Hell), the heavenly gods as the Sun, the Moon and Venus (in perfect phase with the triple goddess of many other civilizations, a probably universal trinity or triad), and of course the God of sacrificed corn who dies every autumn after the harvest and rises every
spring with the new seedlings (note that human blood is necessary for this new harvest to grow and prosper, just as in many civilizations menstrual blood is scattered or sprinkled on the sown field for it to prosper : for example in the Myth of Medea in Colchis, a country and civilization
integrated with the old Turkish European population of Georgia today in Greek mythology). This is based on the ternary nature of the world according to the Mayans. The book cites this fact, but does not develop its consequences. The universe is locked into three hierarchical worlds, the
Underworld (Xibalba), the World of (the human surface of the earth) and the Higher World (the heavenly residence of the gods and individuals who manage to pass through Xibalba after their death, defeating the Lords of Death and re-emerging in the Celestial Higher World in the North. So
the human world is between the celestial hells that can only be reached after death, perhaps, but which governs the human world through the sun and moon, aka. day and night, aka. light and darkness; and Venus which governs, with its 8-year cycle, the life of humans. And the Mayans
knew all about it.1. 9.5 months (plus a few days) - A conjunction with the Sun occurs every 9.5 months alternating from lower to outer conjunction2. 19 months - 1.6 years - 584 days - A synodal cycle of Venus. From one conjunction to the other. Synodic meaning the meeting of
Sun/Earth/Venus. Venus will return to the same phase of its cycle every 19 months3. 48 months - 4 years - Venus makes a conjunction with the Sun in the same Star Point position she had done 4 years earlier, but 4 years before it was in the opposite position, for example, Venus made a
conjunction with the Sun in Capricorn in January 2018, but it was an external conjunction and the last time before an external conjunction was made at the capricorn star point was January 2010.4 96 months - 8 years - The return of Venus - It takes 8 years for Venus to return to the same
place in the zodiac as well as in the same place in relation to the Sun, as in this retrograde in Capricorn at 21 degrees, 8 years ago occurred at 23 Capricorn. All returns are in 1-2 degrees. It takes 5 synod cycles to create a Venus Star around the zodiac, 8 years old. 5. The magic of the
Venus cycle unfolds with each loop, with a synodal cycle, it forms a rose petal, also a heart shape, then another and another every 1.6 years. A beautiful rose begins to form around the zodiac and our astrological map. Were the Mayans aware of this pink motif? It is hard to say, but Venus is
a divine entity to which they constantly return. In the Codex of Dresden, six pages are devoted to Venus and its heliac (relative or close to the sun - used in particular the last setting of a star before and its first sunrise after invisibility due to the conjunction with the sun, ...) rises. Seeing
Venus rose at 191/2 months Venus arrives at its lower conjunction with the sun and disappears from its morning star period (be visible before sunrise) and the next appearance on the other side of the sun this time as the Evening Star after sunset. This moment of lower conjunction is
considered favourable to wars aimed at the capture of prisoners for the second event favored by Venus shortly after when it reappears as the Evening Star, that is, the sacrifice of these prisoners. This Venus calendar is not explained in this book although they three calendars: the 13-times
20-day tzolkin, the 18-month 20-day haab plus a 19th month of five days, and the long count calendar based on only 18-month years of 20 days stacked in successive groups of 20. 20. The calendar of Venus (see the Dresden Codex) is not compatible with other cycles since the months of
our calendar are 28, 30 or 31 days, the year of our calendar has only twelve months and 365 days to compare with the Tzolkin (260 days), the Haab (365 days) and the year of the Long Count (360 days). Venus as a complete cycle of 8 of our years and the lower conjunction appears every
19 1/2 months, hence 584 days (synodal cycle). This book does not give such details and the place of Venus is therefore not clarified. But later. Mayan society is hierarchical, but it has no draught animal to carry burdens or people, and no cart of any kind, in fact no wheels. This means that
the population is clustered in cities for many reasons, including security, and they do control and work in the territory they can reach on foot, or by rivers and canoes dug, in a certain period of time, knowing that a normal human person walks five kilometers an hour, and such an exit session
must be collective, once again for the safety against animals, but also against some wandering human beings, including soldiers for the next city who needs some prisoners for certain rituals. Sir Eric Thompson totally rejected this vision and regarded the Mayans as a peaceful people. He
naturally refused to decipher what was written on monuments or walls and pots. This explains why the Maya never managed to have a centralized organization. A main center had satellites not too far away and the king stayed in the main center and had a representative in each satellite city
taking care of the affairs of the state there (rules, rituals, security and taxes). These have been called cahal. They were the political and military elite. This elite had another body, scribes and artists, aj tzi'b'a, he of writing, scribe, artist title or itz'at, wise, wise, learned, artist in general. The aj
particle in the name is a shorter form of ajaw which is a title of nobility. Beyond this elite, you have the soldiers, unspecified as to their recruitment, then the workers of different trades and especially the soil, hence the farmers. [... Full study published soon.] ... More... More
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